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Future Indicative 
In writing of the next 50 years, some 
contributors to this special issue have 
elected to peer into the future from the 
present. Others, choosing retrospective 
speculation, have placed themselves in 
2024 and looked back. Caveat lector. 
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Beyond the City Limits 
The shock of lower living standards means restruc
turing• wasteful patterns. Coming: clean air, regional 
cities, and the return of suburban land to farming. 

by Moshe Saf die 

In the coming 50 years, a greater equali
zation and distribution of resources 

will take place among the people of all 
countries regardless of whether they are 
today developed or underdeveloped. 
First will come a war on resources and 
raw materials in which countries hav
ing a monopoly on raw materials will 
blackmail the others for a greater share 
of total world resources. Assuming that 
we manage to come out of this alive, 
without a world holocaust, it will become 
increasingly obvious to all countries that 
the uneven distribution and consump
tion of resources, characteristic of the 
past, is morally, ethically, and practi
cally unacceptable. The welfare state 
will become the welfare world, and with 
it will come a sharp and severe decrease 
in the standard of living of the dfvel
oped and industrialized countries. The 
decrease in the standard of living and 
in available energy and resources that 
will take place in the last two ·and a half 
decades of this century will make pos
sible the radical change in the form of 
cities that ~s to emerge in its full flower
ing by the year 2024. Architecture, 
building forms, transportation, will all be 
affected by the per-capita availability of 
energy and' resources. The decrease in 
the standard of living will be a tempor
ary one, a shock treatment that will 
make it possible to restructure and cor
rect' many of the wasteful patterns in the 
city today. 

To dramatize what such a world will 
look like, I have projected myself into 
the twenty-first century. In the account 
below, it is 2024. I am 86 years old, but 
that is not remarkable, since the average 
life span will have been extended from 
70 to 95. My daughter, who is now 13, 
will be 63. That fact makes me compre
hend the passage of time more than my 

· own age does. M.S. 

Israeli-born architect Moshe Safdie is best 
known for designing H_abitat at Expo '67. 
His books include Beyond Habitat and For 
Everyone a Garden. He lives in Canada. 
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I live in a rather large dwelling; it is 
on the forty-sixth level in one of the 
new communities that were constructed 
along the regional trunk line. My dwell
ing has a central space, a kind of living
working space, and around it in one di
rection are private sleeping areas, three 
or four of them. One of them, where my 
wife is resting, is presently enclosed: 
the other two are in an open position, 
set by pressing a button that moves 

From the office of the architect. 

Outdoor Spaces, Jerusalem-"a greater 
reliance on opening up the dyvelling." 

telescoping partitions and adds to the 
overall space of the house. On the other 
side is a greenhouse, garden, and SO" 

larium. I enjoy my gardening, ·and as 
it is winter now, the garden is enclosed 
by an adjustable transparent dome. By 
a slight adjustment, I can cut the light 
transmission coming in through the 
dome in proportion to the temperature 
of the day and the brightness of the sun, 
and by another adjustment, I can have 
the telescoping dome unfold to the open 
sky. The windows in my house are quite 
different from the ones I had in my 
younger days; they are like retinas: they 
project outward so that when you stand 
within them, you can see at a 180-degree 
angle. They have a brightness control 
that can be opened or shut to produce 
a I 0-percent light transmission. (All this 
is achieved by a thin liquid that is passed 
under pressure through the cavity be
tween the two transparent panes.) I 
won't bore you with a description of the 
appliances and other conveniences. 
After the great craze for total air condi
tioning of every man-made space, in
cluding the larger urban public spaces, 
that took place around the year 2000, 
we have now reacted and returned to a 
happy balance of having climate con
trol only on uncomfortable days. Since 
the air has been cleaned and pollution 
totally eliminated, a much greater reli
ance is placed on opening up the dwell
ing and enjoying the outdoors. The new 
communities now have total energy, full 
recirculation of wastes of all kinds, and 
pneumatic disposal of the little waste 
that remains after its total breakdown 
in the project energy center. There is 
also an automatic pneumatic system for 
delivery of small and large parcels in the 
!llail. 

As I look out from my terrace, I can 
see other parts of the community. They 
are very much like hills in a mountain 
landscape. They are far enough away 
so that I cannot tell what is going on in 
people's houses. They lo,ok like graceful 
slopes of land caped gardens and ter
races, gleaming bubbles, and in the val
leys between those "hills" are parks and 
public spaces marking the route of the 
great trunk line. 

The walkway serving my unit is a 
transparent tube. Every few hundred 
feet there is a convenience center-a 
small grocery stor.e, dry cleaners, and 
so forth. Having walked about 100 feet 
in one direction, I come to what reminds 
me of the elevators of the old days, ex
cept that there are no buttons to press 
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and no waiting. Small vehicles with seats 
are running on an incline in another 
transparent tube. As we pause on the 
platform, one is automatically ejected, 
and as we sit on it, it is automatically re
turned to the driving shaft moving on 
an incline at an accelerating speed. We 
press "community interline." Our little 
car swings to the horizontal track as it 
comes nearer to the ground, if one can 
tell where the ground is, and it inter
locks with another vehicle, which is run
ning on an adjacent track; as we step 
from our vehicle to the other, while they 
are moving side by· side, and take our 
seats, they disengage. The vehicle we 
are sitting in now immediately joins 
what seems to be a little train of five or 
six cars. Moving at a moderate speed, we 
pass by a large shopping center, sur
rounded by a large, transparent en
closure partially formed by the houses. 
On our right, beyond the enclosure of 
the hill-like houses, is a park with play- . 
fields of various kinds, and on our left, 
beyond the local shopping center, are 
work areas consisting of offices and auto
mated industries of various kinds. The 
shopping center is like a terraced bowl, 
four stories deep, with shops running 
around it and a public-entertainment 
area at the lowest level. It is filled with 
much greenery and sunlight. 

Our local train swings in an arc 
around the uppermost level, and as we 
press the appropriate button, our vehicle 
is disengaged and ejected, continuing to 
move slowly as we leave it and step onto 
a moving belt. There are many hundreds 
of people here, some shopping, some sit
ting in the open cafes (which, alas, have 
hardly changed in hundreds of years). 
Children are playing in the garden 
~t the lowest level. There isn't a vehicle 
to be seen; conveyances have totally 
changed in the past 50 years, as we shall 
see. There is only the silent movement 
of the community train coming around 
the circumference, discharging and pick
ing up people and then going back and 
interlinking with the great trunk line and 
the inclined elevator lines. 

The terraced, horseshoe-shaped cen
ter is enclosed on two sides by the 
cantilever walkways of the residential 
structure above. On the other· two sides, 
the center is open to a vast park, which is 
clearly visible from the shopping areas. 
Part of this enclosure is covered with a 

· large, transparent domelike structure. It 
is made up of pivoting and moving discs. 
It is winter now, and these discs are in 
their open positiot:1; through the trans-
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Illustrations by Victor Valla 
Apartment on the Forty-sixth Level on the Regional Trunk Line-"Gleaming bubbles." 

parent bubbles between them, sunlight is 
streaming in. As the sun moves and the 
seasons change, the discs shift, decreas
ing the transparency of the shelter until 
at high summer, as the noon sun hits 
above, only sprinkles of sunlight, very 
similar to those which penetrate through 
a fully leaved tree, shine into the shop-
ping areas below. ' 

The architecture is not fixed; it is ever 
changing. It changes with every hour of 

the day, and it changes from season to 
season. The feeli_ngs of enclosure •or 
openness, brightness or darkness,' are 
not fixed qualities of the public environ
ment. 

To visit our regional business center, 
we must leave this community, taking a 
trip that may provide you with the com
plete picture of our city in 2024. We are 
back on the moving belt at the edge of 
the community shopping.area. It is mov-
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A Shopping Center Like a Terraced Bowl-"lt is winter; the discs are open." 

ing at 3 or 4 miles an hour, and we are 
now running parallel to a little car simi
lar to the one we used before. Still mov
ing, we transfer and press the appropri
ate button; the car speeds up gradually, 
moving at 15 or 20 miles per hour, and 
then interlocks automatically with an
other car almost identical with ours, ex-
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cept that it is totally enclosed by a plas
tic bubble and is a different color. A 
beeping sound continues until we have 
'risen from our seats and moved into the 
other car. As soon as we sit down, the 
door slides closed and the two vehicles 
disengage. We are now moving at a 
much greater speed, and we find our-

selves dir,ected into another line. Our 
little car joins others to form a rather 
long train. It appears that we are mov
ing at something like 100 or 150 miles 
per hour. As we leave our neighborhood, 
we find ourselves moving adjacent to 
other neighborhoods. They appear to 
cover some 500 acres each, and rising 
about 40 or 50 stories, they form hill-like 
structures upon the landscape. Our train 
is now going through agricultural areas: 
it seems that the cultivated land extends 
right into the residential neighborhoods . 
Unmanned automatic machinery ap
pears to be operating in the fields . After 
traveling about 1 b or 15 minutes, we see 
on the horizon a mass rather larger than 
the neighborhoods we have been pass
ing; before we know it, our car has dis
engaged itself from the main train and 
has moved onto a side track, slowing 
down considerably. 

A few minutes later, a car similar to 
the one we left in the neighborhood 
locks onto our vehicle; the beeping 
sound gives us the signal to change cars, 
and once again disengagement takes 
place. Our car moves into an enormous 
space-nothing you could have seen in 
1974 would have prepared you for what 
we are seeing here. This space, enclosed 
by structures and fully lit by natural day
light, must be some 20 or 30 stories high. 
On two of its sides, it is enclosed b)'. an 
inclined structure that is transparent 
and accommodates offices. There appear 
to be all kinds of businesses going on 
at the various levels, all linked by small 
inclined vehicles similar to the ones we 
used in the residential area. The lower 
levels rise some five or six stories and ap
pear to be like an enormous, endless mar
ket-hundreds of thousands, maybe a 
million, square feet of shopping arcades, 
department stores, movie theaters and 
other entertainment sections, auction 
areas, open fruit and vegetable markets. 
There seem to be thousands, tens of 
thousands, of people visible everywhere. 
To our left there are structures that 
appear to be industries. At lower levels 
the great activity of interregional ship
ping is visible. Even here, though, look
ing through the great apertures facing 
south, we are aware of parkland and 
plowed fields coming right to the edge 
of this center. The center covers some 
200 acres. Not only is it a business cen
ter, but also it has several hotels, some 
residential development, some industry, 
and 20 million square feet of office 
space. It is one of several such centers 
that have been built in the region in the 
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past 30 years. One center is next to the 
regional airport, and there are several 
others along the regional trunk line. 
Many business activities that were con
centrated in the old city centers moved 
here as superior and more accessible 
facilities were offered. 

It has been only in recent years that 
the resources have become available to 
dramatically overhaul and reconstruct 
the older city centers. These have now 
been restored to their older role as the 
main and most important centers in the 
region. However, whereas in the 1970s 
we used to think of a major downtown 
area surrounded by suburbs containing 
minor centers, the regional city, owing 
to the trunk line, now contains many 
centers, each with its own particular 
characteristics and specializations, re
lated to major manufacturing facilities, 
education facilities, universities, and hos
pitals, and all linked to and surrounded 
by new residential neighborhoods. 

While I have chosen to live in one of 
the new multi-level residential neighbor
hoods, many people have had the op
tion of living in the open countryside at 
much greater distances from the new 
centers and farther away from the re
gional trunk line. In each of the major 
stations along the regional trunk line, 
you can pick up a personal vehicle that 
is available in addition to the automatic 
transit system. At the point of descent 
from the train, you can punch a button 
for a "private vehicle," and our little car 
will swing into a parking storage area 
where these vehicles are kept. A little bit 
of history about this facility may be 
helpful. The private vehicles, which 
come in a range of sizes, seating two, 
four, six, or eight, are not privately 
owned. Electrically powered, they are a 
public facility as accessible as pay 
phones; they are to be found everywhere 
in the regional centers in great numbers, 
and in smaller numbers in thousands of 
distribution points across the urbanized 
areas. 

In the l 980s, because of enormous 
parking costs and because the energy 
crisis drove the price of fuel up, many 
people chose to do without the private 
automobiles that were so common
place in the 1970s. With the construc
tion of the great trunk lines, people 
found that they needed private vehicles 
only occasionally, because travel to work 
and within the urban centers was faster, 
cheaper, more convenient, and more re
laxing by the automatic system than by 
private vehicles. But for trips to the 
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An Enormous Business Center 30 Stories High-"Lit by natural daylight." 

country, and for those who preferred 
to live in the outskirts, private vehicles 
were still a necessity-a basic ingredient 
for completing the total structure of 
maximum mobility. And so, in the late 
1990s, private associations began spring
ing up in which individual m(;mbers had 
access to veh/cles that they would use 

,. 

only when necessary, being billed in 
terms of time and distance traveled. by 
an automatic credit system. They could 
pick up these vehicles at any given point 
and deposit them anywhere, making 
them available for other m~mbers · of 
the association. By the late 1990s all 

(Continued on page 12_6.) 
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(City Limits: from page 57.) 
these • associations serving contfoental 
North America were merged. These off
shoots o{ the oid rent-a-car firms were 
amalgamated into a single l)Ublic mo
nopoly. All citizens above the age of 16 
had access to the private-vehicle system. 
So now let us take one of these vehicles, 
which is located in the center. 

We pick up a four-seater at one of the 
lower levels of the station-transfer area 
in the center, and before we know it, we 
are traveling on an old-fashioned high
way. There are some differences: an al
most invisible line set into the driving 
surface and a series of closely spaced 
poles provide both lighting and a control 
system that prevents collisions, automat
ically bringing any disabled vehicle to 
a stop by a radar-guidance system. We 
are traveling at approximately 100 miles 
an hour, passing fields and forests. 

After 15 or 20 minutes of travel, we 
arrive in a populated area. Houses are 
spread out on the landscape; some of 
them certainly look strange if we com
pare them with the 1970 version. We 
look in vain for brick, wood, or any 
other such material. The buildings have a 
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molded look about them, and 'they ap
pear to be made of a smooth synthetic 
material. But they are spread over the 
landscape as the old-fashioned houses 
were, surrounded by trees, swimming 
pools, and other such amenities. Some 
are smaller, grouped along the lake, and 
these appear to be country residences or 
weekend houses. Others are bigger and 
obviously are principal residences, 

We swing over to the right lane and 
onto a little private road meandering 
among the trees, then up a private drive
way to a house on the hill. Our host is 
an old friend, who used to argue that 
he was against high-density cities; he 
hasn't changed his attitudes and has 
chosen to live out here. The view from 
his terrace on the hill is quite magnifi
cent. In the foreground, almost hidden 
by the trees and vegetation, are individ
ual houses all on rather large properties. 
Beyond is an agricultural area, which 
appears to separate us from the hill-like 
structures of the multi-level communi
ties along the trunk line. It is a clear day; 
the closest structure is about 3 miles 
away, arid we can see it plainly. It rises 
some 40 stories, its terraces stepping 
down toward the agricultural landscape. 
Through large apertures we have a 
glimpse of the neighborhood centers. 

The motion of the vehicles in the 
inclined tubes, and of the fast-moving 
train passing at the edge of the neighbor
hood and onward to the next one, and 
to the one beyond that; can be seen 
clearly. Much of the area that separates 
us from the nearby community was sub
urban sprawl in the 1970s. The low-den
sity sprawl of little houses consuming 
every bit of agricultural and open space 
around the cities continued in the 1980s, 
but late in the decade a number of new 
large-scale developments, new towns in 
town, and new towns out of town were 
started by private developers, mostly 
supported by massive public grants. 
This happened in reac.tion to the piece
meal development that had become to
tally bankrupt by the late Seventies. As 
the city centers proved impossible to 
manage, except for the rare occasion 
when a larg~

1
piece of vacant land was 

available, new developments were 
started outside the city centers in the 
Seventies. And so, after 25 years of sub
urban sprawl, came another 25 years of 
dispersal of highly concentrated and 
planned new communities at the periph
ery of the existing cities. Businesses, 
too, moved to these new centers, but the 
interdependence among the new com-

munities continued to demand highly 
available and rapid means of transpor
tation among them. As a result, in the 
late 1980s the government decided to 
create an all-inclusive National Trans
portation Authority. Its role was to plan, 
design, and construct group transporta
tion at the regional and subregional scale 
and to integrate it totally with all other 
forms of smaller-scale transportation 
serving individual communities. 

The proposal to build regional trans
portation systems that would be totally 
integrated resulted in the concept of re
gional cities. They were defined by the 
systems themselves, generally stretching 
across 300 to 400 miles, planned in a 
linear system. The system permitted 
travel from any one point to any other 
in the regional city in less than an hour. 

It was also in the late 1980s that the 
concept of a guaranteed minimum shel
ter finally came into being. The estab
lishment of higher environmental stan
dards and of legislation that guaranteed 
these standards to any member of the 
population created a housing demand 
unheard of in the past. The artificial 
slowdown in housing construction that 
took place in the 1970s and early 1980s 
kept down environmental and living 
standards for large segments of the pop
ulation and resulted in an explosive de
mand for new construction. As the pro
vision for infrastructure and shelter 
involved a great public expenditure, re
gional monopolies were established in 
the late 1980s and early 1990s to plan 
and construct new communities. 
Throughout the 1990s and in the begin
ning of the twenty-first century, the con
straints of existing construction and 
facilities in the old city centers were 
such that much of the growth took place 
in new communities that were natural 
extensions of the older centers, all linked 
together by the regional trunk lines. By 
the late 1990s the Boston-to-Washington 
corridor was completely serviced by the 
regional trunk line, and by the first years 
of the twenty-first century, the San Fran
cisco-Los Angeles coastline system had 
also been completed. Dozens of new 
communities, ranging in size from 30,-
000 to 250,000, were located along these 
routes. 

At the beginning of the first decade of 
the twenty-first century, the whole form 
of urban government was transformed 
into a two-level system of regional city 
government made up of a federated sys
tem of local community associations. 
The public monopoly established to build 
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these new communities also controlled 
and owned all land space and air rights. 
The entire process of planning, design, 
manufacturing, and construction was 
controlled by these quasi-public monopo
lies, just as the entire construction and 
administration of the regional transpor
tation system was handled by another 
public authority. Each citizen was guar
anteed a basic shelter of a high standard 
and could supplement that minimum 
shelter by his own means. 
· It was not until recently, in the second 
decade of the twenty-first century, after 
hundreds of new communities had been 
built along the regional trunk lines, that 
we turned our attention to rebuilding the 
old centers of the metropolitan areas in 
a rational and organized way. Thus, it 
was only then that large-scale disman
tling and the demolition of the old cen
ters of New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, 
Montreal, and Toronto started to take 
place as the rebuilding of three-dimen
sional developments similar to the re
gional centers began. New York's famous 
Park A venue was quite a sight, with the 
Pan Am and Lever Brothers buildings 
coming down, floor by floor. 

WITH THE EMERGENCE of the new 
planned communities, the presence of 
low-density suburban sprawl around 
these communities deprived the new de
velopment of open space. It was only in 
the late 1990s, with the passing of the 
Public Control Land Act and the direct
ing of substantial public resources to the 
acquisition of all land, that large-scale 
clearing of the suburban areas was pos
sible. 

At the turn of the century, tens and 
hundreds of thousands of little suburban 
houses were demolished, and the land 
was returned to agricultural use or left 
as open public space. Only in certain 
areas at some distance from the regional 
trunk line was land made available for 
individual home ownership. This ar
rangement appears to be meeting the de
mand. Although some people have 
chosen to live permanently in these out
lying areas, almost everyone has a stake 
in one of them for recreational use as a 
second home.' the general pattern is that 
one unit is owned by five or six families, 
who take turns in using it. But .even that
plan appears to have decreased in popu
larity since intercountry travel has be
come so commonplace and families go 
on long vacations in foreign countries, 
made possible by long holiday periods 
and short weeks. 

Sometimes I sit with friends and rem
inisce about a conference we all attended 
some 50 years back in which the future of 
the city was discussed. Remember the 
planner who described the city that was 
to come? The totally disintegrated cen
ters, the continuing sprawl at a much
accelerated pace? The industrialization 
of building that brought about the con
struction of large, unscaled, and inhuman 
high-density suburban developments, so 
commonplace at that time in Eastern 
Europe and Russia? 

The combination of governmental in
volvement in the construction of housing 
and other community developments, 
coupled with the natural constraints of 
industrial building, would, he said, pro
duce a scaleless, repetitive, standardized, 
inhuman en;vironment. He suggested 
that, even if some public transportation 
were constructed on a regional scale, it 
would only serv'e to bring about further 
dispersal of unrelated, stratified individ
ual communities. How did he put it? 
"Los Angeles as it is today, times ten in 
size and scale, with minor improvements 
in the individual automobile enabling 
another 50 years of suburban sprawl, 
and just write off city centers as ghettos 
for the poor." 

"Why would anyone move back to city 
centers and try to rejuvenate them?" He 
put it simply: it would be a combination 
of the worst high-density public con
struction of Eastern Europe with endless 
suburbs, punctuated by regional shop
ping centers and parking lots. Corporate 
business and industry would be dispers-ed
all over the place, and in the few centers 
that would undoubtedly persist, anony
mous large-scale construction would take 
place. Offices, he said, would have no 
windows, and schools would be built as 
enclosed containers. With continued dis
persal, we would have a hard time con
trolling pollution, and air in all buildings 
would be both filtered and controlled. 
Opening windows would become a mem
ory of the past. Little masks would be 
put over your mouth and nose when you 
reluctantly left the synthetic indoors for 
the outdoors. How did he put it? "It is 
happening in Japan already today." Go
ing out of doors would be an annual oc
casion, as when you travel to the Rockies 
to ski or to the beach in the summer. 

It is great to sit here now and be able 
to say, "How wrong he was!" O 

Answer to Wit Twister (see page 120): 
sawn, awns, swan. . 
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